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Unusual Things releases The Day I Was Born 2.1 Update for iPhone/iPod
Published on 01/07/10
Unusual Things has announced The Day I Was Born Update v2.0 for iPhone and iPod touch.
The
Day I Was Born is a simple and easy-to-use application, which will allow you to find out
everything about the day you or your friends were born. Besides, you will also know what
happened on this very same day tens, hundreds and even thousand years ago. The program
includes database, consisting of more than 95.000 events.
Tomsk, Russian Federation - Unusual Things has announced The Day I Was Born Update 2.1
for
iPhone and iPod touch. "The Day I Was Born" is a simple and easy-to-use application, which
will allow you to find out everything about the day you or your friends were born.
Besides, you will also know what happened on this very same day tens, hundreds and even
thousand years ago. The program includes database, consisting of more than 95.000 events,
including: 1) Holidays 2) Events 3) Deaths 4) Births
Features of the Update:
* Completely redesign
* Animated Main Menu
* Background music is added
* Now you can share information through Twitter, Facebook, E-mail
* Illustrated section "Help" is added
* Sections "Numerology", "Birthstone", "Elements" is added
* Now it is possible to extrace birthdates from Contacts
* Now it is possible to set actual date using just one button
* Now you can get a random date by shaking your device
* Database is updated by November 2009, about 100, 000 entries.
* Bug in calculations of Chinese Zodiac sign is fixed
* Improved speed, other bugx are fixed.
The program will cast your horoscope based on Chinese and Western Zodiac Circles. Thanks
to these two horoscopes you will be able to know a lot of new things about people, which
surround you:
* Strong and weak traits of a person
* Their attitude to friendship and independence
* Business qualities
* Peculiarities of a person's temperament
* Hidden sides of a character
* How to behave yourself, when you are on a date with such person
* How to correctly build relationship with such person
* Sexual peculiarities and erogenous zones of a person
As you can see, this small application will not only allow you to demonstrate your
erudition in front of your friends, but it may also help you to begin new romantic
relations with a person of your choice. With just his or her birth date, you will know
practically all the details you need.
Key advantages include:
* Total independence from the Internet: no need to waste web-traffic downloading
information. Our database can be accessed in a complete offline mode
* Simple and intuitive interface
* Pleasant, eye-soothing design and easy-to-read font
* Animated Main Menu
* Relaxing Background Music
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* Illustrated "Help" section
* Huge database: about 10.000 events for each month of a year
* Detailed description for each sign from two most popular Zodiacs
* Important information about your Destiny and Life Path Numbers
* Information and interesting facts about your birthstone
* All about your Nature Element
Device Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod Touch 3.0 or later
Pricing and Availability:
The Day I Was Born Update 2.1 is only $0.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively
through the App Store in the Lifestyle category.
Unusual Things:
http://uthings.com
The Day I Was Born Update 2.1:
http://uthings.com/products.html
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/the-day-i-was-born/id321233971?mt=8
Screenshot:
http://uthings.com/img/day_i_was_born_screens.gif
Box Shot:
http://uthings.com/img/box.png

Unusual Things is a software development company focused on providing solutions for the
mobile devices. Specifically our focus is on the Apple iPhone and Apple iPod Touch.
Copyright (C) 2008 Unusual Things. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and
iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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